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Introduction: Chronology is a key part of efforts to evaluate the giant impact model of the origin of 
the Moon. A giant impact event sufficient to form the Moon will very likely have caused re- 
homogenization of any pre-existing Sm/Nd-fractionated reservoirs in the Earth, whether mineral 
systems in rocks or large-scale differentiated reservoirs. The timing of such an event therefore 
will limit the age of the oldest differentiated reservoirs in both the Earth and Moon from which 
isotopic vestiges might have survived as small shifts in 142Ndl144Nd. The oldest ages potentially 
seen by the 146Sm-142Nd system will approximate the age of the giant impact event itself to the 
degree that the durations of any planetary magma ocean cooling phases are short. 

The state of preservation of the most ancient "primordial" crustal materials of planets varies 
with their tectonic-geodynamic histories. The Moon preserves a crustal "highlands" province 
containing a high proportion of fragments of what is thought to have been a magma ocean flotation 
crust. The Earth has experienced a long complex history of erosion and tectonic recycling and no 
cmstal materials older than -4.2 Ga have been found thus far. The terrestrial protomst appears to 
have been destroyed in toto. Efforts to date the earliest epoch of terrestrial differentiation are 
therefore constrained to the isotopic record preserved in the source reservoirs of later-formed melts 
or their sedimentary relicts. A similar strategy can be pursued for mantle reservoirs on the Moon 
to provide differentiation ages for stages in freeze-up of the lunar magma ocean (LMO). 

Relevant Results for the Earth: We have presented evidence for a +0.33+0.04 E-unit shift in 
142NdI144Nd in an Isua metasediment (715-28) with an apparent mantle extraction age of 3.81 Ga 
and initial E 1 4 3 ~ d  of -+4 a t  that time [I]. The simplest interpretation of this datum is formation of its 
source reservoir prior to 4.44 Ga. However an older mantle extraction age and more highly 
depleted (higher ~ 1 4 3 1 . ~ ~ 1  source is plausible and would allow a younger differentiation age of the 
source. Our continued studies of Nd in the Earth's oldest rocks and those of other groups [21 have not 
found any further samples with resolvable 142Nd shifts relative to standards. Isua samples we 
have studied (Fig. 1) also do not fit a simple two-stage fractionation model for formation of 
variable Sm/Nd-fractionated sources at  4.47 Ga, (generating the range of apparent initial E 1 4 3 ~ d  

values inferred for the samples a t  3.81 Ga). Geodynamic mixing may have wiped out most of the 
earliest depleted mantle regions, so a p r e s e ~ e d  record of primordial differentiation may be a rare 
exception in the early Archean rock record. More work will be needed before the early mantle 
differentiation story will yield evidence for or against a giant impact of lunar age. 

Relevant Results for the Moon: The anorthositic lunar protocrust survives to the present day as 
the high-albedo highlands covering a large part of the lunar surface. In the Apollo and lunar 
meteorite sample records, this ancient component is observed as a population of plagioclase 
crystals and plagioclase-rich ferroan anorthosite microclasts in  multiply shocked and 
recrystallized breccias. Dating this component correctly is a nontrivial exercise. Ar-Ar studies 
have indicated plagioclase closure to Ar loss from Hi-T sites by 4.5Lf-0.03 Ga [3]. A distinctly 
younger age of 4.44k0.02 Ga was obtained by 147Sm-143Nd mineral systematics of plagioclase and 
mafic minerals in ferroan anorthosite 60025 [41, but these minerals were separated from a bulk 
breccia sampling and likely do not give reliable age information if the mafic minerals came from 
a different younger protolith as suggested on the basis of REE studies of [51. An older precise 
147Sm-143Nd mineral isochron age of 4.54+-0.06 Ga was obtained for a ferroan noritic anorthosite 
clast [61. The most important 146Sm-142Nd reservoir constraints are for two -3.9 Ga old KREEP 
basalts [7]. Nd in these samples is thought to have been assimilated from a global residual liquid 
"KREEP" reservoir ponded under the plagioclase flotation crust after freeze-up of the LMO. 
Because the Sm/Nd ratio of this reservoir is thought to be precisely and accurately represented by 
the measured SrnlNd in the samples themselves [81, i t  is possible to determine precise CHUR- 
referenced model ages for the formation of the KREEP source reservoir. A two-stage model age 
interpretation of these data is shown in Figure 2 and suggests freeze-up of the LMO by 4.56M.06 Ga 
[7]. The isotopic shifts upon which this age is based, however, are small and require careful 
confirmation (work in progress on recently received sample allocations). 
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Summary: High precision studies of 142NdIlUNd in KREEP basalts offer exciting prospects for 
precisely constraining the time of formation of the Moon, with existing data suggestive of an "oldn 
24.50 Ga age. Our results for Isua 715-28 are consistent with an  episode of mantle differentiation 
on Earth a t  4.47(+0.07/-0.03) Ga, but could be interpreted for differentiation as late as 4.40 Ga. 

l42Nd Effects in Young Rocks Tapping Old Reservoirs: There appears to be some confusion 
surrounding certain basic concepts in the use of 146Sm-142Nd chronometry applied to planetery- 
scale reservoirs. Some salient conceptual points are the following: (i) Reservoirs (like rocks) can 
be dated by isotopic systematics. (ii) Old reservoirs can be sampled by melts extracted from them 
a t  later times with preservation of the isotopic information carrying the differentiation age of the 
source. (iii) Early-formed mantle reservoirs in non-recycling planets necessarily have 
142NdI144Nd shifts. (iv) Some domains of ancient mantle reservoirs in tectonically dynamic 
planets may have survived processes that destroyed crustal records (for example if isolated from 
geodynamic remixing), and may have been sampled by old melt extraction episodes. (v) The 
present day rock record of such reservoir-tapping melts may or may not be rare on the surface of a 
planet. (vi) If the isotopic record is carried in 142Nd/lUNd, and if 146Sm decayed in situ in the 
source reservoir, then no chemical effects can change the content of information preserved in the 
isotopes so long as a closed system holds for the information-carrying element. Neither melt 
transport, nor erosion, nor redeposition, nor metamorphism will have any effect on the 
information content of a closed system sub-reservoir. (vii) The precise interpretation of 
142Nd144Nd involves model-dependent assumptions. However, powerful age constraints can be 
derived simply from the existence of an effect a t  a given level, because of rapid early 146Sm decay. 

Uniform Initial 146Sm in the Earth, Moon and Meteorites: A further significant point involves 
the question of whether or not live 146Sm was present initially in the Earth and Moon. A common 
misperception seems to be that some radionuclides are exotic and belong in meteorites but not in 
planets. While it is true that there may have been variations in initial 146Sm/144Sm in different 
large-scale material reservoirs in the solar system, we believe this possibility to be unlikely 
because 146Sm in the solar system is probably a due to p-process contributions by many supernovae 
during -300 Ma of presolar history. These should have become well mixed with respect to the older 
-7 Ga galactic mix of supernova contributions of stable p-process 144Sm in the presolar molecular 
cloud complex. Also, large variations in initial 146SmI144Sm would lead to large isotopic effects 
that are not observed. If the Earth had 146SmI144Sm = 0 at  4.57 Ga, a 2.8 &-unit deficit would be 
present in 142Nd in bulk Earth Nd relative to meteorite samples with unfractionated SmINd. 
Young basalts have 142Nd144Nd within 10.2 &-units of meteorite samples with unfractionated 
S a d .  This clearly implies that (146Sm/144Sm)4.57 G ,  -0.008k1 holds for both meteorites and the 
Earth/Moon system, as expected from numerous evidences for isotopic homogeneity in heavy 
element compositions down to the sub-%-level for large-scale nebular reservoirs. 
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